SEWSA Overview Schedule

Thursday, March 26
Registration: 1:00pm-5:00pm
2:15pm-3:30pm: Session A
3:45pm-5:00pm: Session B
5:00pm-6:00pm: Opening Reception, sponsored by Morgan Stanley
6:00pm-8:00pm: Keynote Speech by Dr. Carrie N. Baker, Smith College (Grand Ballroom)

Friday, March 27
Registration: 8:30am-5:00pm
7:30am-9:00am: Breakfast (Farmer’s Table Private Dining Room)
8:30am-10:15am: SEWSA Board Meeting (Grand Ballroom)
9:00am-10:15am: Session C
10:30am-11:45am: Session D
12:00pm-1:30pm: Luncheon and Open Business Meeting (Grand Ballroom)
Open to SEWSA Members and Non-members
1:45pm-3:00pm: Session E
3:15pm-4:30pm: Session F
4:45pm-6:00pm: Session G
6:15pm-7:30pm: Session H

Saturday, March 28
8:30-5:00pm: Registration
7:00am-8:00am: LGBT Caucus Breakfast Reception (Addison C)
8:00am-9:00am: People of Color Breakfast Reception (Addison C)
7:30am-9:00am: Breakfast (Farmer’s Table Private Dining Room)
12:00pm-1:30pm: Luncheon and Just Gender Film Screening and Q&A with Director George Zuber
1:45pm-3:00pm: Session J
3:15pm-4:30pm: Session K
4:45pm-6:00pm: Session L
6:15pm-7:30pm: Session M
Thursday • March 26, 2015

Session A - Workshop
Thursday, March 26
2:15-3:30pm (1 hour, 15 min)
Addison Room C

“Combatting Human Trafficking”

Tanya Meade from the HUMAN TRAFFICKING COALITION OF THE PALM BEACHES and Special Agent Jon Longo from HOME LAND SECURITY INVESTIGATIONS

Session B – Panel 1
Thursday, March 26
3:45-5:00pm (1 hour, 15 min)
Balcony Suite A

“Building Bridges: Student Activism to Combat Sex Trafficking”

Moderated by Elena Machado Sáez • FLORIDA ATLANTIC UNIVERSITY

Presenters

Ana Maria Bedoya, President of UNICEF-FAU, FLORIDA ATLANTIC UNIVERSITY

Kristyn Bellamy, Scholarship Chair for the Sigma Iota Chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Incorporated, FLORIDA ATLANTIC UNIVERSITY

Britni Hiatt, VP of the Feminist Graduate Student Association (FGSA), RA for “Ending Sex-Trafficking in South Florida” 2014-2015 faculty research initiative, FLORIDA ATLANTIC UNIVERSITY

Arely Lozano-Baugh, President of FGSA, RA for “Ending Sex-Trafficking in South Florida” 2014-2015 faculty research initiative, FLORIDA ATLANTIC UNIVERSITY

Session B – Panel 2
Thursday, March 26
3:45-5:00pm (1 hour, 15 min)
Balcony Suite B

“Support Networks: Creating an Advisory Council of Donors”

Moderated by Josephine Beoku-Betts, FLORIDA ATLANTIC UNIVERSITY

Presenters

Members of the Advisory Council for FAU’s Center for Women, Gender and Sexuality Studies

Lisa Armbrust
Skeets Friedkin
Julie Pavlon

Penny Ashwanden
Lauren Abbott
Session B – Panel 3
Thursday, March 26
3:45-5:00pm (1 hour, 15 min)
Addison Room C

“Hooking Up: Community Building in Online Classrooms Using Feminist Pedagogy”

Moderated by Allison Kaye, James Madison University

Kaeleen Kosmo, University of South Florida
Sandra Carpenter, University of South Florida
Lily Duncan, University of South Florida
Kelly Mills, University of South Florida
Richard Henry, University of South Florida

Session B – Panel 4
Thursday, March 26
3:45-5:00pm (1 hour, 15 min)
Addison Room D

“Media Representations of Sex-Trafficking”

Moderated by Ellen Klein, University of South Florida

“We are the Ones They Make Fiction Out Of: An Examination of Media Representations of Sex Trafficking” • Kate Kimball, Florida State University

“Women, Migration, and Trafficking in Contemporary Italian Film” • Ilaria Serra, Florida Atlantic University

“Survivor’s Ink” • Karen Leader, Florida Atlantic University

“Ascension: The Exchange of Women in the Future” • Melanie L. Duncan, University of Wisconsin–Stevens Point and Constance Shehan, University of Florida

Opening Reception
Thursday, March 26
5:00-6:00pm
Farmer’s Table Restaurant
Sponsored by Morgan Stanley

Cash Bar
Welcome with Pamela Rodriguez of Morgan Stanley

Keynote Speech
Thursday, March 26
6:00-8:00pm
Grand Ballroom

"The Politics of Sex Trafficking: Key Debates and Feminist Interventions"

Dr. Carrie N. Baker, Smith College

Welcome with Elena Machado Sáez of Florida Atlantic University

Introduction with Vice Provost Diane Alperin of Florida Atlantic University
Friday • March 27, 2015

7:30-9:00am Breakfast – Farmer’s Table Restaurant, Private Dining Room
8:30am-5:00pm Registration
8:30-10:15am SEWSA Board Meeting – Grand Ballroom

Session C – Panel 1

Student Caucus Stream Panel: “Feminism and Spirituality”

Moderated by Kristin Lieb, EMERSON COLLEGE

“Eve: the original Christ” • Zachary Tuggle, EAST TENNESSEE STATE UNIVERSITY

“Claiming Their Space: Women’s Spirituality in Appalachian Literature” • Alexandra Gunnells, UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL

“Empowering Jewish Women with Water: The Mikveh” • Allison Kaye, JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY

Session C – Panel 2

“In Her Image: Remixing, Repurposing, and Reclaiming Visual Representations of Women”

Moderated by Karen Leader, FLORIDA ATLANTIC UNIVERSITY

“Hysteria: Women’s Power, Sexuality, and Insanity and Comics” • Laura Diaz de Arce, FLORIDA ATLANTIC UNIVERSITY

“Composing the Body, Creating the Self: Community and Identity within the Boundaries of Online Photo-Sharing and Social Networking” • Adella Irizarry, FLORIDA ATLANTIC UNIVERSITY

“Remix, Remediate, and Reinscribe: How New Media Reinforces Old Gender Roles” • Julia Mason, FLORIDA ATLANTIC UNIVERSITY

Session C – Panel 3

“Queering Space, Time, and Culture”

Moderated by Lindsey Smith, UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA

“Desire, Joy, and Those Keys: Validating Desire in the Young, Queer, Female Body in the Musical Fun Home” • Laura R. Dougherty, WINTHROP UNIVERSITY

“Oh Snap! An Alternative Girlhood! Raven-Symone and Queer Black Girl Visibility” • Heather Dykes, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA UPSTATE
Session C – Panel 4  
Friday, March 27  
9:00-10:15am (1 hour, 15 min)  
Balcony Suite B  

**Workshop: “Navigating the (Un)Ethical Consumption of Bodies in a Capitalist Regime”**  

Moderated by Christine Libby, INDIANA UNIVERSITY  

Savannah Behrent and Taylor Chapman, UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT GREENSBORO  

---  

Session D – Panel 1  
Friday, March 27  
10:30-11:45am (1 hour, 15 min)  
Addison Room  

**Student Caucus Stream Panel: “MEDIAted Messages”**  

Moderated by Regis Mann, FLORIDA ATLANTIC UNIVERSITY  

“Colonial Legacies in Modern Advertising: Race, Sexuality and Gender in the Old Spice Campaign” • Mary Reid Bogue, FLORIDA ATLANTIC UNIVERSITY  

“Let’s Catch Grasshoppers and Grill!: Gendered Navigations of Urban and Rural Spaces in the Youth Cinema of So Yong Kim” • Travis Wagner, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA  

“Media Representation of Motherhood in Argentina: Films and Documentaries about the Horrors of the Dirty War” • Zoila Clark, FLORIDA ATLANTIC UNIVERSITY  

“Media Representations of Young Feminists and Their Campaigns for Change in Consumer Culture” • Lynne Gayle, GEORGIA STATE UNIVERSITY  

---  

Session D – Panel 2  
Friday, March 27  
10:30-11:45am (1 hour, 15 min)  
Balcony Suite A  

**“The Caring Eye: Health and Well Being”**  

Moderated by Laura Diaz de Arce, FLORIDA ATLANTIC UNIVERSITY  

“Expanding the Boundaries of AIDS Activism: HIV-Positive Black Women’s Political Participation” • Monica Melton, SPelman COLLEGE  

“The Queering Eye: Sense and Decision Making with Patients at the End of Life” • Ellen Klein, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA  

“For All Out Own Good: Representing Citizenship in Human Papillomavirus Vaccine Discourses” • Mary G. McDonald, Brian Jirout and Tracy Hsiao, GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY  

“Raiding Our Symbolic Arsenals: Analyzing Impairment/Disability Language as Violence against Displaced, Misplaced Bodies and Minds in 2015” • Zoe DuPree Fine, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session D – Panel 3</th>
<th>“The Reproductive Body Politic: Part One”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Moderated by Mary Baskin-Waters, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Bharatanatyam: The Embodiment of Grace, Power, and Liberation” • Juhi Varshney, UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Witnessing Conflict: Teaching Women’s War Narrative” • Angela Phillips, WARREN-WILSON COLLEGE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session D – Panel 4</th>
<th>Girls' Studies Special Interest Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Moderated by Elaine O’Quinn, APPALACHIAN STATE UNIVERSITY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Luncheon and Open Business Meeting</th>
<th>Open to SEWSA Members and Non-members</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Friday, March 27 12:00-1:30pm (1 hour, 30 min)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grand Ballroom</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session E – Panel 1</th>
<th>LGBT Caucus Panel: “Which Lane Now? Queer Crossings and Intersections”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Moderated by Amy Schlag, UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT WILMINGTON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Trans: Disembodiment and Intimacy” • Atticus Ranck, FLORIDA ATLANTIC UNIVERSITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Reclaiming Radicalism: Queer Rhetoric and Marriage Equality” • Benjamin A. Ray, UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Session E – Panel 2**  
Friday, March 27  
1:45-3:00pm (1 hour, 15 min)  
Balcony Suite B

**“Theorizing Feminisms: Part One”**  
Moderated by Thelathia “Nikki” Young, BUCKNELL UNIVERSITY

“‘Ain’t I a Feminist?’: In Defense of Myself as a Black Feminist and White Feminists” • April Caddell, UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA

“Black Lesbian Motherhood: Reconstructing Reproductive Justice in Black Feminism” • Chyna Yvonne Davis, CLARK ATLANTA UNIVERSITY

“Disrupting Theorizing: Unlearning White Supremacist Feminisms” • Moses Massenburg, CLARK ATLANTA UNIVERSITY

“Erotic Attraction and Gender: A Counter-Narrative to Gender as Socially Constructed?” • Richard Nunan, COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON

---

**Session E – Panel 3**  
Friday, March 27  
1:45-3:00pm (1 hour, 15 min)  
Addison Room C

**“Human Sex Trafficking in Global Perspective”**  
Moderated by Sika Dagbovie-Mullins, FLORIDA ATLANTIC UNIVERSITY

“The Diffusion of Human Trafficking Policies in the Post-Soviet Region: Case Studies of Policy Adoption in Ukraine, Latvia, and Russia” • Laura A. Dean, CLAYTON STATE UNIVERSITY

“The Role of Communication in Luring Vulnerable Females into Sex Work in Papua New Guinea” • Wilma Molus, PAPUA NEW GUINEA UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY

---

**Session E – Panel 4**  
Friday, March 27  
1:45-3:00pm (1 hour, 15 min)  
Addison Room D

**“Feminists Forward: What Attracts Undergraduates to Gender Activist Work on Campus”**  
Moderated by Lauren Chambers, PALM BEACH STATE COLLEGE

“Building Successful Relationships between Women’s and Gender Studies Departments and Women’s Centers” • Ashley Simons-Rudolph, NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY

“Best Practices in Sparking Undergraduate Interest in Gender-Equity-Related Advocacy and Engaging Hegemonic Masculinity in the Classroom” • Otis McGresham, NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY

“Developing and Advocating for Men’s Studies within the Women’s Studies Paradigm” • Joseph Simons-Rudolph, NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY
Session F – Panel 1
Friday, March 27
3:15-4:30pm (1 hour, 15 min)
Balcony Suite A

**Student Caucus Stream Panel: “Fighting Back: Workplace, Campus, and Athletic Struggles”**

Moderated by **Zoe Du Pree Fine**, University of South Florida

“Empowering Women and Reinventing Gender Subjectivity Through the Roller Derby community” • **Ginni Correa**, UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA

“Women and Employment within the Retail Industry” • **Samantha Novaton**, FLORIDA ATLANTIC UNIVERSITY

“How GamerGate Brings Awareness to Internet Harassment of Women” • **Caroline Locke**, UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL

Session F – Panel 2
Friday, March 27
3:15-4:30pm (1 hour, 15 min)
Grand Ballroom

**“Sex Trafficking and Sex Work”**

Moderated by **Josephine Beoku-Betts**, FLORIDA ATLANTIC UNIVERSITY

“Behavioral Characteristics of Offenders Engaging in the Sex Trafficking of Juveniles (STJ) and Their Relation to STJ Survivor/STJ Offender Dynamics: Implications for Prevention and Intervention Initiatives” • **Holly Hargreaves-Cormany**, OAK RIDGE INSTITUTE FOR SCIENCE AND EDUCATION, and **Terri Patterson**, BEHAVIORAL ANALYSIS UNIT/FBI

“The Social Construction of the Family among the Survivors of Sex Trafficking” • **Nisha James**, INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY HYDERABAD

“STOP!: A Case Study Analysis of an Anti-Trafficking Organization” • **Melanie L. Duncan**, UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN–STEVENS POINT, and **Janja Lalich**, CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, CHICO

“Immanuel Kant and Prostitution” • **Benjamin Buckley**, CLAYTON STATE UNIVERSITY

Session F – Panel 3
Friday, March 27
3:15-4:30pm (1 hour, 15 min)
Addison Room C

**“Bodies in Motion: Rhetoric and Popular Culture”**

Moderated by **Shereen Siddiqui**, FLORIDA ATLANTIC UNIVERSITY

“Why Are There ‘Women in Refrigerators’ and What Do They Have To Do With Your Superheroes? The Trafficking of Dead Female Bodies in the World of Comic Books” • **Yuna Shin** and **Christine Howard**, CAPE FEAR COMMUNITY COLLEGE

“Performance as Rhetorical Risk and Reward: Women’s Rhetorical Agency in Ballet” • **Shana Scudder**, UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT GREENSBORO

“Scandal: The Uses and Effects of Controlling Images in a Contemporary Context” • **Rebecca Mitchell**, UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA


Session F – Panel 4
“Intersections of Bodies and Medicine”
Moderated by Laura Dean, Clayton State University

“Viral Politics and Malignant Bodies: Borders Between Breast Cancer and HIV/AIDS” • Mairead Sullivan, Emory University

“Surveillance of the Womb: The Always Already Pregnant Body” • Mary Dickman, University of South Florida

Session F – Panel 5
Friday, March 27
3:15-4:30pm (1 hour, 15 min)
Addison Room D

"Re-membering the Body: Archiving Gender and Sexuality"
Moderated by Angela Phillips, Warren Wilson College

“‘Fierce and Fearless’: Dress and Conocimiento in Rigoberto González’s Young Adult Novels” • Sonia Alejandra Rodríguez, University of California, Riverside

“Same-Sex Parents’ Hyper Visibility: Effects of Panopticism and Reactions to Increased Visibility” • Kathleen Bradley-Volz, University of North Carolina at Charlotte

“Preserving Personal Archives: Remembering South Carolina Women’s History” • Mary Baskin-Waters and Travis L. Wagner, University of South Carolina
**Session G – Panel 2**

Friday, March 27
4:45-6:00pm (1 hour, 15 min)
Balcony Suite B

**“Theorizing Feminisms: Part Two”**

Moderated by **Rebecca Lambert**, **MINNESOTA STATE UNIVERSITY**

- “High Heeled Activism: Aping the Terrain of Women’s Leadership in Six-Inch Platforms” • **Rebecca Lambert**, **MINNESOTA STATE UNIVERSITY**
- “Toward an Ethics of Non-Knowledge: Feminine Ethos as an Embodied Practice of Parthisia” • **Heather Palmer**, **UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE AT CHATTANOOGA**

**Session G – Panel 3**

Friday, March 27
4:45-6:00pm (1 hour, 15 min)
Addison Room C

**“The Politics of Sex and Embodiment in Literature”**

Moderated by **Jennifer Donahue**, **UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA**

- “Neither Maid, Widow, Nor Wife: Representations of the Female Bawd in Shakespeare’s *Measure for Measure*” • **Elizabeth Lambert**, **COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON**
- “Reading Adultery, Abjection, and Subversion of Patriarchy in the First Two Chapters of Maxine Hong Kingston’s *The Woman Warrior*” • **Shauna Maragh**, **UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA**
- “A Volatile State of Being: The Impact of Sexual Politics in Chimamanda Adichie’s *Americanah*” • **Jennifer Donahue**, **UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA**
- “Restavecs or Haitian Slave Children: Veiled Literary References and Their Presence in Southeast Florida” • **Mary Ann Gasser Esquilin**, **FLORIDA ATLANTIC UNIVERSITY**

**Session G – Panel 4**

Friday, March 27
4:45-6:00pm (1 hour, 15 min)
Addison Room D

**“Whatcha Lookin’ at Punk? Mapping Gender Expression in Punk, Indie, and Glam Counter-Cultural Formations”**

Moderated by **Jennifer Turner**, **VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY**

- “The Phenomenology of Our Anger: Rage, Nihilism, and Social Death in Transgender Dysphoria Blues” • **Hilary Malatino**, **EAST TENNESSEE STATE UNIVERSITY**
- “From Counter-Culture to Culture-Capitalism: Exploring Shifts in Activism and Identity amongst LGB and Alternative Music Communities” • **Jayke Hamill**, **UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT GREENSBORO**
- “Dress and the Social Order: An Analysis of Fashion as the Embodiment of Sexual and Gender Identity—Beats, Glams, and Punks” • **Jamie Branam Kridler**, **EAST TENNESSEE STATE UNIVERSITY**
**Session H – Panel 1**

Friday, March 27  
6:15-7:30pm (1 hour, 15 min)  
Addison Room C

**Student Caucus Stream Panel: “Feminist Transgressions in Popular Culture”**

Moderated by Kristin Lieb, EMERSON COLLEGE.

““Safeword Red”: How Women and BDSM are Still Sexually Bound in the Fifty Shades Trilogy and Film” • **Holly Lynn**, UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA WILMINGTON

“I Kissed a Girl and My Boyfriend Minded: Coming Out Narratives in Film Through Heterosexual Infidelity” • **Jessica Osman**, FLORIDA ATLANTIC UNIVERSITY

“When the Personal Becomes Public: Embodied Strategies and the Feminist Zinester” • **Christine Martorana**, FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY

“Femme Fatale or Fatal Man: A Clash of Dominance in ‘Carmen’” • **Christele Gassant**, FLORIDA ATLANTIC UNIVERSITY

---

**Session H – Panel 2**

Friday, March 27  
6:15-7:30pm (1 hour, 15 min)  
Balcony Suite A

**“Feminist Pedagogy: Part One”**

Moderated by Deborah J. Cohan, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA BEAUFORT

“Using Feminist Memoir to Teach Sociology of the Body” • **Deborah J. Cohan**, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA BEAUFORT

“Can We Use Inside/Outside Instead of Female/Male Condoms, Please? Queer Approaches to Teaching Gender and Embodiment in Large and Online Women’s and Gender Studies Classrooms” • **Jennifer Ellerman-Queen** and **Zoe DuPree Fine**, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA

“What We Measure, What We Feel: Pedagogy for Feminist Economics” • **Ben Woodruff**, UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA

“Social Justice Pedagogy: Embodied Practice and Administrative Support” • **Amanda Wray**, UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT ASHEVILLE

---

**Session H – Panel 3**

Friday, March 27  
6:15-7:30pm (1 hour, 15 min)  
Addison Room D

**“The Politics of Embodiment in Sports”**

Moderated by Regis Mann, FLORIDA ATLANTIC UNIVERSITY

“Forming Fit Bodies: A Top-Down Analysis of Fitness” • **Veronica Suarez**, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA

“Of University of Miami Football, Marielitos and McDuffie: Pathways of a Particular Body Politic in Postwar Miami-Dade County” • **Sharony Green**, UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA

“She=Hulks: Embodiment of Women in Professional Wrestling and Gender Performativity” • **Heather Palmer** and **Courtney Lankford**, UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE AT CHATTANOOGA
Session H – Panel 4
Friday, March 27
6:15-7:30pm (1 hour, 15 min)
Balcony Suite B

“Promoting Wellness in the Face of Erasure: Exploring Gendered and Sexualitized Disparities in Healthcare”
Moderated by Laura Dean, CLAYTON STATE UNIVERSITY

“Beyond Medical Reform: A Holistic Approach to Intersex Advocacy” • Hilary Malatino, EAST TENNESSEE STATE UNIVERSITY

“An Exploration of Sexual Minority Women Health Care Experience in Appalachia” • Emma Fredrick, EAST TENNESSEE STATE UNIVERSITY

“A Spoonful of Sugar Doesn’t Make the Medicine Go Down: Gender, Chronic Illness, and Doctor/Patient Power Discrepancies” • Tori Neal, EAST TENNESSEE NOW
Saturday • March 28, 2015

7:30-9:00am  Main Breakfast – Farmer’s Table Restaurant, Private Dining Room
7:00-8:00am  LGBT Caucus Breakfast Reception – Addison C
8:00-9:00am  People of Color Caucus Breakfast Reception – Addison C
(Please pick up food from the main breakfast area.)

Registration: 8:30am-5:00pm

Plenary Speech
Saturday, March 28
9:00-10:15am
Grand Ballroom

"Human Trafficking: Understanding the Victim’s Perspective"
Dr. Katarina Rosenblatt, There Is Hope for Me

Introduction/Welcome with Assistant Dean Barclay Barrios of FLORIDA ATLANTIC UNIVERSITY

Session I – Panel 1
Saturday, March 28
10:30-11:45am (1 hour, 15 min)
Balcony Suite A

People of Color Caucus Panel: “Intersectionality: Engaging the Work in Body and Practice”
Organized by Shannon J. Miller, MINNESOTA STATE UNIVERSITY
Moderated by Lauren Chambers, MINNESOTA STATE UNIVERSITY
“Migrations: Transnational Borders and Bodies in Place” • Lauren Chambers, PALM BEACH STATE COLLEGE
“Ase and Amen, Sister: Black Feminist Scholars Engage in Interdisciplinary, Dialogical, and Transformative Ethical Praxis” • Shannon J. Miller, MINNESOTA STATE UNIVERSITY, and Thelatha “Nikki” Young
“Can’t I Live…in the academy…as in ‘intersectional bricoleur’? Intersectionality as a Research Tool and as a Researcher Identity” • Dr. Stephanie Troutman, APPALACHIAN STATE UNIVERSITY

Session I – Panel 2
Saturday, March 28
10:30-11:45am (1 hour, 15 min)
Balcony Suite B

Student Caucus Stream Panel: “Feminist Pedagogies and Legal Praxes”
Moderated by Ellen Klein, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA
“Contemplative Practices within a Gender and Social Change Classroom” • Carla Wilson, TEXAS WOMAN’S UNIVERSITY
“(Re)Defining Sex and Gender: An Analysis of Gender ‘Identity’ and ‘Expression’ in Legal Discourse” • Volrick Higgs and Kayleigh Howald, FLORIDA ATLANTIC UNIVERSITY
“Gendered Access to Education: How Encounters with IPV Shape Students’ Experiences in Higher Education and the Title IX Office” • Jessica Cabrera, UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL

Session I – Panel 3
Saturday, March 28
“Human Trafficking in Alabama: Problematizing”
10:30-11:45am (1 hour, 15 min)
Addison Room C

Narratives and Unpacking Interventions”
Moderated by Shauna Maragh, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA

“A Look at Trafficking Data in Alabama” • Emily Kerzin, AUBURN UNIVERSITY

“Anti-Trafficking Legislation in Alabama and Beyond” • Arianne Gaetano, AUBURN UNIVERSITY

“A Feminist Analysis of Visual Imagery Used in Anti-Trafficking Efforts” • Joyce de Vries, AUBURN UNIVERSITY

“The Faces of Trafficking in Alabama: Economic, Social, and Racial/Ethnic Perspectives” • Imani Tucker, AUBURN UNIVERSITY

“Supporting the Healing of Trafficking Survivors in Alabama” • Liz Ball, AUBURN UNIVERSITY

Session I – Panel 4
Saturday, March 28
10:30-11:45am (1 hour, 15 min)
Addison Room D

“Earth, Animal, and Spirit”
Moderated by Zoe Du Pree Fine, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA

“Feed the Green: Feminist Voices for the Earth’: Excerpts from a film” • Jane Caputi, FLORIDA ATLANTIC UNIVERSITY

“Queer Intimacies on the Frontline: A Theoretical Account of Human/Dog Relations within the United States Military” • Cynthia Bateman, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA

“Exorcising the Demon: The Gendering of Bodily Possession” • Shannon Bauerle, UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHARLOTTE

Luncheon & Screening
Saturday, March 28
12:00-1:30pm (1 hour, 30 min)
Grand Ballroom

Co-sponsored by FAU Feminist Graduate Student Association

Just Gender Film Screening and Q&A with Director George Zuber

Moderated by Peter Cava, FLORIDA ATLANTIC UNIVERSITY

Welcome by FAU’s Feminist Graduate Student Association

Introduction/Welcome with Associate Dean Michael Horswell of FLORIDA ATLANTIC UNIVERSITY
### Session J – Panel 1

**Student Caucus Stream Panel: “Commodification of Women’s Bodies and Their Reproductive Powers”**

Moderated by *Kelly Shannon*, FLORIDA ATLANTIC UNIVERSITY

- “Feminist Politics and Commercial Surrogacy in India” • *Annu Daftuar*, TEXAS WOMAN’S UNIVERSITY
- “‘I Won’t Have What She’s Having!’: Menstruation Suppression, the Illusion of Choice, and the Lure of Transhumanism” • *Diana Alvarez*, TEXAS WOMAN’S UNIVERSITY
- “The Commercialization of the ‘Sexy and Violent’ in Bollywood Cinema” • *Pallavi Govindnathan*, TEXAS WOMAN’S UNIVERSITY

### Session J – Panel 2

**FAU Authors Panel**

Moderated by Susan Love Brown, Florida Atlantic University

- *Elena Machado Sáez*, Author of *Market Aesthetics: The Purchase of the Past in Caribbean Diasporic Fiction*

### Session J – Panel 3

**“Feminisms Online: Blogging, Journaling, and Digital Culture”**

Moderated by *Adella Irizarry*, FLORIDA ATLANTIC UNIVERSITY

- “Material Mommies: Mommy Blogging as Embodied Labor” • *Macy Licht*, UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE AT CHATTANOOGA
- “Writing by Women on Girls: The Role of an Online Girls Studies Journal for Undergraduate Scholars” • *Heather Hahn*, COLUMBIA COLLEGE
- “To Renounce, Revolutionize, or Accept: Millennial Women and the Feminist Movement” • *Stacey C. Gullion*, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA UPSTATE
Session J – Panel 4
Saturday, March 28
1:45-3:00pm (1 hour, 15 min)
Balcony Suite B

“An Historical Perspective: Materiality, Religion, and Gender”
Moderated by Phyllis Thompson, EAST TENNESSEE STATE UNIVERSITY

“The Body as Rhetoric: An Examination of the Discrepancies between the Differing Accounts of the Trial of Phryne and Their Implications Regarding the Intrinsic Worth of the Greek Hetaerae” • Kasey Jones, EAST TENNESSEE STATE UNIVERSITY

“Song of the Cathar Wars: A Melody of Our Times in the Modern Genre of Horror” • Kathryn Travis, EAST TENNESSEE STATE UNIVERSITY

“The Role of Islam in the Empowerment of Early Modern European Women” • Ashley Weisneck, EAST TENNESSEE STATE UNIVERSITY

“Passing Pleasures: Textures of the Unbearable” • Christine Libby, EAST TENNESSEE STATE UNIVERSITY

Session K – Panel 1
Saturday, March 28
3:15-4:30pm (1 hour, 15 min)
Addison Room C

Student Caucus Stream Panel: “Transnationalities and Post-Colonialities”
Moderated by Kelly Shannon, FLORIDA ATLANTIC UNIVERSITY

“Transnational ‘Food Forces’: Women, Food, and Obesity in Mexico” • Arely Lozano-Baugh, FLORIDA ATLANTIC UNIVERSITY

“The Feminist Toolbox: Dissecting Movements within the Israeli-Palestinian Conflict” • Jill Rubin, FLORIDA ATLANTIC UNIVERSITY

“United States Military Camp Towns and Gender Violence in South Korea: The Need for Transnational Feminist Solidarity” • Britni Hiatt, FLORIDA ATLANTIC UNIVERSITY

Session K – Panel 2
Saturday, March 28
3:15-4:30pm (1 hour, 15 min)
Balcony Suite A

Theorizing Feminisms: Part Three”
Moderated by Susan Love Brown, FLORIDA ATLANTIC UNIVERSITY

“Wittig’s The Lesbian Body: What Love Does to Gender” • Anne-Gabrielle Roussel, BROWN UNIVERSITY
Session K – Panel 3
Saturday, March 28
3:15-4:30pm (1 hour, 15 min)
Grand Ballroom

“Girl Power: Two Pedagogical Workshops”
Moderated by Carla Wilson, Texas Woman’s University

“Compassionate Listening Workshop and Listening Circle” • Carla Wilson, Texas Woman’s University

“Blank Pages, A Workshop: Helping Girls Visually Journal Their Hopes, Dreams, Fears, Needs, and Desires” • Elaine O’Quinn and Martha McCaughey, Appalachian State University

Session K – Panel 4
Saturday, March 28
3:15-4:30pm (1 hour, 15 min)
Addison Room D

“Wild Women, Mountain Spirit, and Resistant Housewives: Embodiment of Kitchen-Table Rebellions”
Moderated by Phyllis Thompson, East Tennessee State University

“Wild Women, Whiskey, and Witches: Examining Cultural Codes of Women’s Brew” • Veronica Limeberry, East Tennessee State University

“Mountain Women Surviving the Depression: Moonshine, Knickers, and Quilts” • Jamie Kridler, East Tennessee State University

“Frugal Housewives and the Gendered Economy of a Good Healthy Brew” • Phyllis Thompson, East Tennessee State University

Session L – Panel 1
Saturday, March 28
4:45-6:00pm (1 hour, 15 min)
Balcony Suite A

Student Caucus Stream Panel: “Gender Identities and Sexualities”
Moderated by Carla Wilson, Texas Woman’s University

“Political Dissent in Alabama: What is a Woman’s Role?” • Lindsey Smith, University of Alabama

“Homosexuality and the African American Community: The Intersectionality of Being a Black Lesbian” • Stephanie Alvarez, Florida Atlantic University

“De-tangling Promiscuity: A Crisis of Amorosity and Sexual Expression” • Selena Quiros, Florida Atlantic University
“The Reproductive Body Politic: Part Two”
Moderated by Benjamin Buckley, CLAYTON STATE UNIVERSITY

“Woman’s Embodied Self: The Reproductive Body” • Joan C. Chrisler, CONNECTICUT COLLEGE and Ingrid Johnston-Robledo, CASTLETON STATE COLLEGE

“What’s So Funny About Childbirth? The Projection of Patriarchal Masculinity in Popular, Comedic Childbirth Guides” • Jeff Nall, INDIAN RIVER STATE COLLEGE

“When Second Wives Pay the Alimony of the First: Essentialism and the Politics of Divorce in South Carolina” • Heather Hahn, COLUMBIA COLLEGE

Roundtable: “The Evolution of Progressive Student Activism on a Conservative Campus in the Deep South”
Moderated by Andrea N. Baldwin, AUBURN UNIVERSITY

“The History and Present State of Activism in Alabama” • Maddie Haddock, AUBURN UNIVERSITY

“Past Activism at Auburn University” • Kayla Warner, AUBURN UNIVERSITY

“Organizing Action and Activism on Campus” • Megan Skipper, AUBURN UNIVERSITY

“Legislative Activism in the Student Senate” • Dillon Nettles, AUBURN UNIVERSITY

“The Future of Student Activism: Solidarity, Impact, and Data” • Carol Linde, AUBURN UNIVERSITY

“Global Narratives of Circulation: Political Limitations and Possibilities”
Moderated by • Nathan Frisch, GEORGIA STATE UNIVERSITY

“Affective Economies and Digital Resistance” • Lucas Power, GEORGIA STATE UNIVERSITY

“Circulation and Containment in El Alto, Bolivia” • Nathan Frisch, GEORGIA STATE UNIVERSITY

“Circuits and Circulations of the Contemporary Anti-Trafficking Narrative” • Juliana Ramirez, GEORGIA STATE UNIVERSITY
### Session M – Panel 1
Saturday, March 28  
6:15-7:30pm (1 hour, 15 min)  
Addison Room C

**Student Caucus Stream Panel: “Environments and Body Politics”**

Moderated by [Karen Leader](#), **Florida Atlantic University**

- “Gendered and Racialized Violence(s) in Spaces of Captivity: Altery and Animality in the Prison and Animal Industrial Complexes” • [Dayne Alexander](#), **University of North Carolina at Greensboro**
- “Shanesha Taylor and the Surveillance of Poor Black Single Mothers in the Age of Neoliberalism” • [Jennifer Turner](#), **Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University**
- “The Population Bomber as the Global Boogie Woman: Narratives of Overpopulation” • [Zoe Lewycky](#), **Florida Atlantic University**

### Session M – Panel 2
Saturday, March 28  
6:15-7:30pm (1 hour, 15 min)  
Balcony Suite A

**“Masculinities and Femininities in Literature”**

Moderated by [Adella Irizarry](#), **Florida Atlantic University**

- “Bloody Masculinities: Nicaraguan History Dramatized in Gloria Espinoza de Tercero’s *Sangre atavica* (2009)” • [Dennis Miller](#), **Clayton State University**
- “The Pen’s Expense” • [Chrisoula Mouliatis](#), **University of Houston**
- “A Self-Made Man: Martial Masculinity in the Autobiography of Lucy Ann Lobdell” • [Kaitlin Cottle](#), **University of Tennessee at Chattanooga**

### Session M – Panel 3
Saturday, March 28  
6:15-7:30pm (1 hour, 15 min)  
Addison Room D

**“Surviving the Sex Trade”**

Moderated by [Shauna Maragh](#), **University of South Florida**

- “Breaking Through the Barriers: Developing a Multi-Dimensional Approach to Meeting the Needs of Survivors of Commercial Sexual Exploitation” • [April M. Rand](#), **University of Arkansas** and [Allison Sheaffer](#), **University of Arkansas**
- “The Contribution of Escort Review Boards to Prostitution Reform” • [Jeff Young](#), **BrownWalker Press**
- “After the Rescue: The Sex Trade Industry; A Mental Health Perspective” • [Shekila Melchior](#), **Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University**
“Feminist Pedagogy: Part Two”
Moderated by Shereen Siddiqui, FLORIDA ATLANTIC UNIVERSITY
“Using Action-Oriented Projects to Teach Feminist Praxis: Classroom Examples” • Shereen Siddiqui, FLORIDA ATLANTIC UNIVERSITY
“The Effects of Sexual Education: It’s More Than Just Knowledge” • Nancey Price, MERCER UNIVERSITY